



































































































































Nexttopic is surfaces in a a is 2into3

There will be subsetsof a defined by
equations

3 examples

Rewarmsurfaces are objects on which
multimlued functionsbecomesingle valued

Covering space associated to log
Graphs in 0 ofmultivaluedfunctions
In the diacuasion I will make some

assumptions which will be addressed

later in the course

Examples 1 and 2 could be handled more

simply by other methods but it will






































































































































introduce some techniqueswhich will
be useful in examples

Exampled ft Rae be the graphofbyz
R Et w w logE

Since log z is not an actual function
we take this as suggestive
Woreprecisely R E z w E et

Viewing 2 as afunctionof w this is an actual

graph But we want to think of this
as a graph in the otherdesiction w loge

In particular we want to view this in
termsof thefunction it E Q where Nawaz

Claire it i Rea Eos is a coveringspace






































































































































Let Uo E agreedcrush fuice leo is swiftly
connected IT Uo any covering spare over Ceo

is trivial so it Cud consistsof disjoint
setseach of which is mappedbijective.ly to Uo
Candecompose R into copiesof Vil

Lutz wot dig

Flir expressionis well
defined in Vo suice
Vo is simplyconnected

Howdoyouglue these
abeeta Uw together






































































































































We would like to use pathintegration
of a format to construct an explicitformula

for lifting paths

We will make use of theformula

exp SIE p

There is an easyfate proof of this

explf E exp eog expfog legxD

5
clogged

e 84 807

Sincethis proof uses the function log 2
it is not an actual proof fee Example
sheet 2 for a better proof






































































































































oi e

Want to use the fact explffE.FI
to find an integralformulafor
lifting paths

TE CTI
u

Th f
oizn
tart with a path in the base
and a lift ofthebasepinnt
8 aid a fog path

To
lift ofendpoint

GH Wo
ge gIp etplwD

8Cd






































































































































Define

Itt wotft ds

0

Claim t CHA J Hl E R

ie need to show exp FEI 8ft

bow experts
do exp got offsyds

Wo It
Xo

old HI HE
xD

0






































































































































way Uti

A

U ati k h uti

The slit downstairs liftutotoaocopies
upstairs We build the surface upstairs

by gluing together copies of Unati along

In

Ea
i

q






































































































































topology ulegala
IT z consists Zpta if o

Nextexample coveringspaceassociated to

the square root function w rz

f E Ft Zee

T.E.EE 7 it
Use our pathliftingconstruction
for loge padpicture
w expltzlogh 1

Projection autottwfintaoordinate gives a

www.ugapweeauryyfron E o

8ft lo B Q Eo

Pick a lift of scator
801 Wo where we No WE

Define Jett Wo etpftzf.orgs ds

fifth pathshould be t Colt 8CtD






































































































































Check CHA TH e R
In other words 8ft 8TH IG NATor

Ttt KE

Fits wt.expfzf.tk ds
Use

WE expgot Eggs as
GPS Hoff

Wo Hy 8th

Consider a neg real axis We have a averring
spaceofdegree2
faire le is aerriply

connected.Uia evenly
covered so it a consists

of 2 copiesof U Call

u then leo and Ui

Uo

a u 42
Go Wo






































































































































Ki JCD c fol
or

o quiet
EtoWo

Howdo the alito pair up in R
If GoiWo Wo4847

Wo

or

Carel Cuse2

We can see which pairing is compatible with
our path lifting formula

Any xD xD is in the
slit

by CKD Wo e co Construct Jay antral

KA JED is a lift of 8

Then 8 D Wo etpftzf.GE wo expfz.klTi.wiudcoM

wo.expfti
Wo






































































































































If we restrict thewarp it to the inverse
imageof the circle we get a cowering
spare of the uncle of degree2 There

are exactly two possibilities
8 8

O or O

We can distinguish theseby their monodromy
which is a

map from it ofthe base to the
automorphisms of the fibre
Case I corresponds to trial monodromy
case 2 corresponds to non trivial monodromy

g monodromy corresponds
to gluing of alito


